
Laudescher combines the traditional attributes of 
wood with unique geometric shapes suitable for bold 
architectural facade choices. 

Sustainably sourced under managed forestry initiatives, 
Lauder PAREA external wood facades offer a wide range of 
advantages, making wooden slat cladding an easy facade 
choice for your next project. Easy to work with on-site and 

exceptionally straight-forward to install, Lauder PAREA 
panels are surprisingly durable and stand up to weather 
conditions without premature ageing. Every building 
can be unique with Lauder PAREA, as the very nature of 
wooden slats offers varied spacing opportunities, with 
a strong wood facade appearance when closely aligned 
together, or more generously spaced gaps, to create light 
and openness.   

Lauder PAREA come in a range of solid natural woods and wax colour finishes. A wax colour finishing product is 
recommended every 5-6 years to retain the natural look of the wood. Natural untreated woods will naturally age and 
turn grey over a period of time.  
*Colours shown are indicative of the shades available, please request a sample for an accurate colour reference. 

Sizes Colours* 

unitised wood slats 
eco-designed wooden slat cladding system 

Standard lengths:  
600mm, 1200mm, and 1800mm 

Slat distances: 
24mm, 40mm  
and 120mm  

Bespoke spacing 
options are also 
available 

Through its brand and product ranges, Laudescher is committed 
to respecting and promoting a comprehensive environmental and 

eco-citizenship policy, whilst creating beautiful wood facade 
options to support both traditional and modern architectural choices.  

Contact Pura Facades for more information.

ask@purafacades.co.uk | www.purafacades.co.uk



■  Ease of fabrication on-site   
■  Authentic wood grain       
■  PEFC / FSC certified 
■  Solid wood and wax colour finishes                                   

■  Excellent dimensional stability             
■  Use on ceilings, walls and external facades  
■  Shorter installation times             
■  Works with standard fixing systems                        

ask@purafacades.co.uk | www.purafacades.co.uk

unitised wood slats  
eco-designed wooden slat cladding system 

To request a sample please email: ask@purafacades.co.uk or ring 0203 269 2052


